More Than Just Mentoring

The Veterans Entrepreneurship Program and Entrepreneurship Bootcamp for Veterans both help Veterans become vetrepreneurs.

BY KATHLEEN GANDER

Mike Laws had run his own company for nearly 10 years, but like any smart business owner, he knew he could always find room for improvement. That’s one reason he decided to attend The Veterans Entrepreneurship Program (VEP) two years ago. It was a wise decision.

“It was the best educational week that I have ever spent. They put so much into that program and cover such a wide-variety of topics, I knew there was something that I was going to learn,” said Laws.

Laws, a 62-year-old Army veteran and owner of an environmental contracting company, said he gained invaluable knowledge in marketing from the VEP program. He also felt the yearlong mentoring relationship that VEP helped him find was vital to his future success.

[His mentor] is a business consultant in Tulsa and he donated a year of his time to give me a different perspective on how to market in both the government and private industry,” Laws said.

Laws is just one of the disabled veterans who attended one of the intensive, eight-day VEP programs offered through Oklahoma State University Riata Center for Entrepreneurship.

ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET

The training program is one of the three-phases of the VEP program. Michael Morris, Ph.D., founder and director of the program, said VEP includes a six-week online course, the program at Oklahoma State, and then the yearlong mentoring partnership. The online program sets the veterans up to start thinking in an entrepreneurial mindset, according to Morris, and thinking about their own business and what makes a successful entrepreneur.

“One reason the program is successful is that we have a razor-sharp focus,” he said. “Too often these programs are viewed as just another training opportunity, but we are intensely focused on getting their ventures started and being successful.”

An Air Force veteran, Morris said one of the advantages of the program is that it isn’t limited to veterans from a particular war or era.

“Some are younger, some are obviously older and can contribute life experiences,” he said.

VEP is now in its fourth year, training an average of 45 veterans per class. The program is free for eligible veterans—who go through an application process—including transportation.

The classes at Oklahoma State go from early in the morning with sessions in the evenings and are taught by professors as well as successful entrepreneurs.

“We bust our butts and pull out all the stops—these people are world class instructors,” said Morris. “But we expect you to work your butt off to move your business forward.”

The partnership with the mentors has been another successful component for VEP.

“We will walk the journey with you and the mentors help do that,” Morris said.
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“IT WAS THE BEST EDUCATIONAL WEEK THAT I HAVE EVER SPENT. THEY PUT SO MUCH INTO THAT PROGRAM AND COVER SUCH A WIDE-VARIETY OF TOPICS, I KNEW THERE WAS SOMETHING THAT I WAS GOING TO LEARN.”

— MIKE LAWS, MIRAGE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Like the VEP program, there are three phases to the EBV program including a self-study online segment where the students work on their business concepts; the nine-day residency program at one of the consortium members, and a 12-month mentoring/consulting aspect with EBV faculty experts.

The program at UCLA, which graduated its fifth class this summer, is constantly updating the components to better assist veteran business owners, according to Elaine Hagan, executive director of the Harold and Pauline Price Center for Entrepreneurial Studies. Those updates include adjusting speakers to meet the needs of the current students and introducing new resources as they become available such as social media.

“We had a class with a lot of folks interested in starting non-profits, so we tailored some of the classes for that segment,” she said.

**STRENGTH IN NUMBERS**

One of the additional benefits of the program for graduates is that they gain access to all the resources of the entire EBV alumni network, said Hagen. That network is now more than 500 graduates.

“We also host webinars and alumni conferences so veterans can continue to network and sharpen their skills,” she said.

One of those alumni, Amy Sufak, an Air Force veteran and owner of Red Energy Public Relations, went through EBV in 2009, thanks to a referral from another veteran business owner who had attended EBV. She now works with the program to assist other veterans.

“I learned so much — EBV helped me have a strategic focus on my business and have seasoned professors and professionals review my business plan,” she said.

The networking from both the instructors and those who attended EBV were also invaluable to Sufak.

“That was one of the most attractive aspects to me,” she said.

Despite an MBA and years of public relations experience in the Air Force, Sufak said the EBV helped move her business forward in just two short years.

“They really helped me look at things in a different way,” she said.

Sufak has returned to pass on her knowledge to other veterans by presenting a public relations and marketing workshop.

“EBV helped me, I want to help other veterans succeed,” she said.

EBV is also completely free to eligible veterans.

“We want to make it possible for veterans to attend without worrying about costs,” said Hagan.

For more information on EBV visit www.anderson.ucla.edu/ebv.xml and the phone number 310-206-4169.
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“I LEARNED SO MUCH — EBV HELPED ME HAVE A STRATEGIC FOCUS ON MY BUSINESS AND HAVE SEASONED PROFESSORS AND PROFESSIONALS REVIEW MY BUSINESS PLAN.”

— AMY SUFAK, RED ENERGY PUBLIC RELATIONS, INC.